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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

All Universiti Technology Mara (UiTM) students who further their study at the

bachelor level need to take the Principle of Entrepreneurship (ENT530) to understand the

guideline and expose students to business orientation. In this course, students will be

conducting a written report on a case study business or company. Therefore, from this

assignment, we have created a small business called Modattire.kl.

Modattire.kl is owned by two owners and works by Nur Aina Adriana Bt Azman

and Muhammad Shamie Bin Khairulah. Our business also uses social media which is the

Facebook (FB) page as a platform for us to attract online customers, gain more awareness

and generate more sales. Therefore, we will promote Modattire.kl by doing Facebook posts

such as teaser posts, copywriting hard-sell, and soft-sell as our sale postings.

In this social media portfolio assignment, students must have a pair group. Each

student has to find a product and utilized Facebook (FB) for an online marketing campaign

in small businesses. Thus, students are free to create their own products to be sold online.

Modattire.kl with tagline "Labuh, Sejuk & Selesa", all the design chosen is a loose, long

dresses, cooling clothes, and minimalist designs. Inspires women to live with more confidence in

life and fight passionately for their dreams. The main objective is to achieve sustainable fashion,

and our shop also focuses on customers who want to find loose, cooling, and long dresses with

minimalist designs and at the same time follow the trend.

Our business was started on May 16th, 2023. According to the customer review, our

product gave satisfying feedback to the customer because our product quality is well taken

care of. Such as fabric quality, and safe packaging and they are happy when receiving it.

Modattire.kl’s product is also liked by many people due to its affordable price. Hence, this

product provides a good insight for the continuation of sales to our customers.
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1.0 Go e-commerce



2.0 MyENT Certificate



3.0 Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM) Registration

This is our Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM) Registration certificate, only one partner
who is can show the certificate, another one used the incentive before this and cannot proceed to
register again.



4.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

4.1 Name and Address of the Business

The name Modattire.kl is a female attire and the premier destination for women seeking

to enhance their style with elegant and fashionable dresses. We believe that clothing is more than

just fabric; it is a reflection of individuality, confidence, and personal expression. With our

carefully curated collection of women's dresses, we strive to empower every woman to embrace

her unique beauty and celebrate her sense of fashion.

Thus, Modattire.kl brings together the latest trends and exquisite designs to cater to a

diverse range of styles and preferences. Our passion for fashion is evident in every aspect of our

business, from the carefully handpicked selection of dresses to the exceptional customer service

we provide. we understand that finding the perfect dress can be a transformative experience.

Whether you're attending a formal event, a casual gathering, or a special occasion, our collection

offers a wide range of options to suit every taste and occasion. Our inventory is thoughtfully

curated to ensure that every woman feels confident, beautiful, and effortlessly stylish.

Modattire.kl is owned by Nur Aina Adriana Bt Azman and Muhammad Shamie Bin

Khairulah they both are passionate partners in this business. The business commenced on 16th

May 2023. Since it is Modattire.kl is a small online business, therefore, it uses online platforms

like Facebook and Whatsapp to connect with its customers and the cash on delivery is available

at Kuala Lumpur, Selangor area only.

Its target customers are female teenagers and adults aged from 17 to 50 years old. This is

because it is widely used throughout the whole country by females especially. Moreover, since



Modattire.kl is online shopping, the postage is all around Malaysia and the postage fee will be

charged at RM3 or above depending on their location. The orders will be delivered through

PosLaju Malaysia or J&T Express.

4.0 Organization Chart

Modattire.kl is a partnership type of business. This is due to it being a start-up

business and has just commenced. Therefore, the organizational chart of Modattire.kl only

consists of two which are public partnership and private partnership.



4.0 Mission and Vision

Mission

“To empower women by providing them with a carefully curated collection of women's dresses

that inspire confidence, celebrate individuality, and enhance personal style”.

Vision

“ To become the go-to destination for women seeking stylish and sophisticated dresses that

elevate their fashion game. We aspire to inspire women worldwide to express their unique

style and embrace their individuality through our exquisite collection of dresses“.

4.1 Description of the Product

Modattire.kl has established an identity for itself in the market by providing a wide

selection of apparel choices that are aimed towards ladies. With the tagline of "Labuh, Sejuk &

Selesa", it beautifully defines the essence of their design idea. With a wide selection of products

focused primarily towards women, Modattire.kl offers ways that are trendy and affordable for

any occasion.

Customers are able to find their perfect outfit no matter the occasion due to their broad

variety that provides clothing suitable for both formal and informal events. With a goal to

accommodate various body shapes while promoting inclusivity, Modattire.kl offers and

enormous range of sizes, from small to extra-large and minimalist clothes. Our products

represent contemporary charm and are professionally produced with extreme care to detail, with

a keen focus on modern and fashionable designs.



5.0 Price List

Since the material of this dress quality is so nice and comfortable,the price of the cloth is

affordable. Despite this, Modattire.kl also make a promotion and sales then the price will be

cheaper than the original one. It is our intention to make sure that every customer is able to

afford to buy the cloth they want. Also, the price will be determined based on the quality as well.

The price range of the cloth starts from RM 49 and RM 85, the most expensive one. Since

postage will be charged differently. We show the price on every posting of the product. To make

it clear to customers.



No. Item RM

1 Neesa 79

2 Laila 85

3 Sadie 69

4 Adra 50

5 Naura 69

6 Warda 49

7 Dianne 69

8 Qysha 69

9 Naily 55

10 Nia Peplum 69

11 Inara 69

12 Sophea 79

13 Zara 69

14 Emily 69

15 Yuna 59

16 Airis 60

17 Hana 49



6.0 Creating Facebook Page

As we are starting our business, we had created a Facebook Page. This is to promote our

products and services among Facebook (FB) users, especially those who are nearby to our

business area, and then create awareness of our Modattire.kl.

Not only that, since people nowadays are more into online shopping, people can search

and find information with just their fingertips.Therefore, creating a Facebook Page one of a

marvelous medium to connect businesses with customers online. On the Modattire.kl Facebook

page, we had created a variety of Facebook posts such as Teaser, Copy Writing-Soft Sell and

Copy Writing-Hard Sell with related business.

6.1 Facebook page



6.2 Customizing Facebook Page

Facebook (FB) Page URL: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100092374908852

https://www.facebook.com/Karolina-Shop-106031195413273/


6.3 Facebook (FB) Post

6.3.1 Teaser



6.3.2 Copy Writing-Hard sell









6.3.3 Copy Writing-Soft sell









7.0 Relevant graphic for each post



8.0 Sales Report

Month Customer Information Evidence

24 April 2023 Name: Miesya Dania

                    
                        
                   
        

Code Item: Laila

● 1 piece
● RM85

Postage : RM8

TOTAL : RM93

15 May 2023 Name: Arifah Aqilah

                       
                      
                 

Code Item: Warda

● 1 piece
● RM49

Postage : RM8
TOTAL : RM57



7 June 2023 Name: Mrs Izzani Syafira

                     
              
              
              
                

Code Item: Hana & Adra

● 2 piece
● Hana RM49
● Adra RM50

Postage : RM8
TOTAL : RM107

Table 1: shows the Modattire.kl sales report.

Table 2: Transaction List of Modattire.kl



Table 3: shows a graph of Modattire.kl by

month



9.0 Conclusion

In conclusion, the beginning of our business is quite hard since we need to find

customers first by gaining their trust because we are not the main branch of our company so

people usually visit the main branch online shop first. Starting a partnership business is not

relatively easy like how all of us view social media all the time. We have seen a lot of

partnership businesses succeed and we as customers think it was an easy journey or path to run

the business but actually not. We started the business by thinking it might be easy like we see

but actually when we do it the starting is easy but to maintain and attract more customers to

visit is already hard and uses a lot of time. It required a lot of patience in order to achieve that

goal. We make a lot of soft sells copywriting, and think of a lot of ideas just to attract the

customer and maintain a relationship with the current customer. Our business progress can be

seen in our sales monthly. It is not high but we receive sales every month and it is already a

good sign of proof that customers trust our shop. From here we can tell that starting a business

is not something that we should take lightly but need to do a lot of research and dedication in

order to achieve the business target that we set.It takes alot of nights to succeed not only a

night.This project is proof that gives us experience in running a business.


